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The Manga Guide to Databases (Manga Guide To...)No Starch Press, 2008

	
		Want to learn about databases without the tedium? With its unique combination of Japanese-style comics and serious educational content, The Manga Guide to Databases is just the book for you.

	
		Princess Ruruna is stressed out. With the king and queen away, she has to manage the Kingdom of Kod's humongous...
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The Digital Crown: Winning at Content on the WebMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	In 1997, Bill Gates famously said "Content is king." Since then, the digital marketing world has been scrambling to fulfill this promise, as we finally shift our focus to what consumers really want from our brands: a conversation.The Digital Crown walks you through the essentials of crafting great content: the fundamentals of...
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The U.S. History Cookbook: Delicious Recipes and Exciting Events from the PastJossey-Bass, 2003
Serve up a heaping lesson of history with delicious recipes from our nation’s past–– from the pilgrims’ first feast to today’s high-tech, low-fat fare
Who knew history could be so delicious? In The U.S. History Cookbook, you’ll discover how Americans have lived and dined over the centuries. This scrumptious...
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The Rosetta Stone: And the Rebirth of Ancient EgyptProfile Books Ltd, 2008

	The Rosetta Stone is the most famous object in the British Museum. According to the museum’s own fi gures, it is the most visited item in the entire display, and perhaps the most lingered over, although a similar claim is sometimes made for the unwrapped mummy of a ginger tomcat which also forms part of the Egyptian collections. The...
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Magnetic Resonance of Myelination and Myelin DisordersSpringer, 2011

	Our thanks go to our colleagues at the VU Univer- Preface to the Third Edition sity Medical Center and to those in other hospitals Reading through the prefaces of the two previous edi- who referred their patients to us. We are indebted to tions,we can say that much of what was said there still all colleagues who allowed us to use their MR...
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King Zeno: A NovelMacmillan Technical, 2018

	A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice and  a Paris Review Staff Pick

	

	A January Pick by Salon, Town and Country, Southern Living, and LA Magazine


	New Orleans, 1918. The birth of jazz, the Spanish flu, an ax murderer on the loose. The lives of a...
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This Means This, This Means That: A User's Guide to SemioticsLaurence King Publishing, 2012

	Semiotics is the theory of signs, and reading signs is a part of everyday life: from road signs that point to a destination, to smoke that warns of fire, to the symbols buried within art and literature. Semiotic theory can, however, seem mysterious and impenetrable. This introductory book decodes that mystery using visual examples instead of...
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LEGO Mindstorms NXT:  The Mayan Adventure (Technology in Action)Apress, 2006
LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT has hit the world by storm, giving you the ability to build your own robots and program them to perform all types of actions. What kind of robots? How about five exploratory robots, used to explore the newly discovered tomb of an ancient Mayan king?
You are along for the ride with Evan and his archaeologist uncle as they...
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The Handy Weather Answer Book (The Handy Answer Book Series)Visible Ink Press, 2009
It is no exaggeration to say that weather affects everything we do in our lives. Weather influences how we dress, changes our plans for outdoor activities, cancels sporting events, closes airports, changes the course of wars, erodes mountains, destroys entire towns and cities, and has even been blamed for the death of U.S. President William Henry...
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Interactive Curve Modeling: with Applications to Computer Graphics, Vision and Image ProcessingSpringer, 2007
Interactive curve modeling techniques and their applications are extremely useful in a number of academic and industrial settings, and specifically play a significant role in multidisciplinary problem solving, such as in font design, designing objects, CAD/CAM, medical operations, scientific data visualization, virtual reality, character...
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I Am a Woman: A Celebration in More Than Fifty PhotographsDexterity, 2021

	I Am a Woman is a powerful collection of black and white photographs featuring iconic women from past to present, celebrating the depth and breadth of the female experience. From Dolly Parton to Mother Teresa, and Oprah Winfrey to Ruth Bader Ginsburg, these striking portrayals showcase the journeys of this diverse mix of heroines...
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The Element of FireTor Books, 1994
"The Element of Fire is a powerful fantasy." -- Locus Magazine, 1993 

   Scientific magic and fairy magic collide headlong in the   threatened kingdom of Ile-Rien, where the Captain of the Queen's Guard   fights a perilous battle standing between opposing forces seeking to   topping the kingdom's young king. Reprint....
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